Portable sensory devices such as sensors equipped mobile phones enable convenient sensing and monitoring of urban areas. Such devices, which are always carried by humans, are referred to as Human Probes. Instead of carrying out sensing activities independently, cooperation of Human Probes helps in realizing efficient urban sensing environments. In this paper, we propose an Architecture of Qualitative Urban Information Blending and Acquisition (Aquiba), in which the sensing activities are adjusted autonomously according to cooperation of Human Probes. Aquiba introduces a cooperative sensing approach which aims to maintain desired sensing resolution efficiently while minimizing overall energy consumption. To study the performance of Aquiba, we have conducted comprehensive simulations ranging from small-to large-scale scenarios along with applying three different movement patterns of human. The simulation results demonstrate that Aquiba is capable of providing high sensing resolution and reducing overall energy consumption.
Introduction
The number of mobile phone users has rapidly increased since the turn of the millennium [1] . Such ubiquity of mobile devices that can capture, communicate, and visualize various kinds of information provides an exciting opportunity to design a novel humans-in-the-loop sensing environment. A massive number of such mundane, personal devices are flowing in our everyday spaces, creating an opportunity to obtain, share, and use sensor data in the ways that are intricately enmeshed with human flows and activities.
The use of such mobile phones eliminates the hindrance of deploying myriad static sensors across a wide area, and leads to a fully distributed citizen-based urban sensing.
Although Human-Probe sensing is a promising alternative to the deployment of static sensors, the research on this topic is still in its infancy and faces many challenges. For example, while a large number of Human Probes might densely locate in a nearby area, each one collects information independently without considering the existence of others. As a result, it is quite likely that the information collected by multiple Human Probes would be redundant or nearly identical. Therefore, it is important to understand and minimize redundancy of Human-Probe sensing because redundancy directly relates to communication costs and energy consumption. Nevertheless, controlling the sensing activities of Human Probes is generally nontrivial, since the mobility of citizens is often completely uncontrolled and a priori unknown.
In this paper, we propose an Architecture of Qualitative Urban Information Blending and Acquisition (Aquiba) for efficient collection of environmental data in urban sensing environments. To achieve such purpose, Aquiba simultaneously considers sensing resolution and energy consumption when controlling the sensing activities of Human Probes. Intuitively, sensing resolution is proportional to the number of received sensor readings. Therefore, we might increase the sensing rate of each Human Probe in order to achieve higher sensing resolution. On the other hand, frequent sensing rate leads to high energy consumption which is undesirable. In order to minimize total energy consumption while still achieving high sensing resolution, Aquiba autonomously adjusts the sensing rate of each Human Probe based on the availability of nearby Human Probes which always changes along the time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 classifies the characterization of Human Probes. Section 3 proposes Aquiba protocol. Section 4 describes evaluation methodology. Simulation results and discussion are given in Sect. 5. Section 6 discusses related work. We conclude our paper in Sect. 7.
A Background and Classification of Human Probes
The use of Human Probes for networked sensing leverages the ubiquity of mobile phones and allows mobile users to capture sensing information as they go about their daily lives. Though Human-Probe sensing can be exploited to Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers capture and share various types of data in the urban life context, only personal-independent sensors are promising for this approach. The personal-independent sensors are defined as the sensors that the measured data are independent of personal or individual differences. In particular, such sensors are designed to measure ambient or surrounding information of Human Probes such as weather, air quality, and environmental-related information. The examples of personal-independent sensors include temperature, humidity, illumination, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide sensors, and so on. The sensed data can be captured either directly from internal sensors that are integrated with mobile phones or indirectly from external sensors. The data can either be collected automatically without any human intervention, or interactively on the basis of user inputs.
The Human-Probes approach not only considers sensing but also other relevant processes such as aggregation, communication, and usage of data. In these processes, mobile devices may send the captured information to a server or other devices; and users may have full, partial, or no control over the transmission of the information. They may share the information as soon as they capture it (immediate sharing) or store it for a while before sharing it (delayed sharing). The shared information may or may not be aggregated before it is used. The information can be shared through Data Commons [4] that involve a collection of open public-domain data spaces, and evolve over time based on citizen participation.
Participatory sensing [2] similarly considers various processes for communities to gather, analyze, and share local knowledge. Opportunistic sensing [3] focuses on a different mode of data capture in which sensing is not the primary activity of people, i.e., they have other primary activities and therefore sensing is opportunistically embedded in these activities. In this case, there is no point of control over human mobility patterns and actions that facilitate sensing coverage. Human Probes consider not only participatory and opportunistic modes of data capture but also cooperation without community bonds. Such cooperation could take place automatically among strangers, even without them being aware of it. It is important to consider the dynamics of pedestrian crowds and their self-organizing patterns to effectively support such cooperation.
In this context, two critical, interrelated factors should be considered in Human Probes environments -data quality and redundancy. Improving or guaranteeing the quality of data captured by using mobile phones [4] is a challenging task. In order to respond to this challenge, system designers may lean towards redundant data capture. However, while widespread redundancy may not always provide significant improvement of the data quality, it always results in higher energy consumption. For example, people in proximity to each other might capture similar or duplicate sensing data. Consequently, considering groups of people in crowded as well as uncrowded urban areas is necessary when investigating the use of Human Probes. There are a number of reasons behind many people being in the same place at a certain time. It could be either because they are friends or have similar interests or because they "happened to be there" as a part of a dynamic pattern that emerges from complex interactions between behavioral forces affecting individuals. We can therefore design a cooperative mechanism for Human Probes without relying on the ubiquity of closely knit pedestrian groups; indeed our approach allows for the design and analysis of Human Probes by using dynamic, emergent, and ephemeral pedestrian 'groups.'
Aquiba: Cooperative Human Probes
This section provides assumptions followed by the details of Aquiba protocol.
Assumptions
The following assumptions are made on the basis of the various factors relating to Human-Probe sensing.
(A1) We consider a system that consists of a server, mobile phones, and sensors. In addition, Aquiba focuses on exploiting personalindependent sensors to capture ambient information as mentioned in the previous section.
Aquiba Protocol
Upon receiving a request from the server, each Human Probe periodically checks whether it is within the specified sensing area. If it is within the sensing area, it performs the cooperative sensing with the aims to achieving the desired sensing rate R i for each sensing area A i in an efficient manner. In contrast with uncooperative Human Probes that always transmit the measured data at the requested rate, cooperative Human Probes use a lower rate of
, where k i is the number of Human Probes in the sensing area A i . Figure 1 illustrates the concept of cooperative sensing employed by Aquiba protocol. The sensing activity of cooperative Human Probes (the black circles in the figure) is lower than that of the uncooperative.
Aquiba protocol attempts to distribute the work load of sensing tasks evenly amongst Human Probes. To achieve this, each Human Probe is required to maintain information of other Human Probes in the same sensing area. We apply a naive strategy in which the mobile phones in the sensing area use short-range radio to broadcast beacon packets periodically. Each of the beacon packets comprises the source node's ID. Upon receiving the beacon packets, a Human Probe can determine the current number of neighboring Human Probes and adjust its sensing rate accordingly. Each Human Probe needs to set an expiry time for each neighboring probe and delete the expired neighbors from its neighbor table periodically. A more complex technique, such as including the IDs and the corresponding expiry times of all current neighbors in the beacon packet, can also be used as well. Note that we apply the naive strategy in our evaluation (Sects. 4 and 5).
Due to limited communication range of short-range radio, it is not necessarily that all Human Probes can transmit their beacon packets to all others in the same sensing area. Though, it is possible to increase transmit power so as to extend communication range, it may sacrifice the entire system because additional energy consumption of short-range radio may lead to a negative result, i.e., the total energy consumption is higher than that of uncooperative approach. To avoid the negative effect, having perfect information of other Human Probes in the same sensing area is not a requirement of Aquiba, and we do not increase transmit power of short-range radio in order to transmit beacon packets to all far-away Human Probes.
Beacon interval is an important parameter of Aquiba protocol. Using a short beacon interval when the desired sensing rate is low may affect the performance of Aquiba due to high energy consumption of beacon packets. An adaptive beaconing approach is a possible solution in which the beacon interval is set to be inversely proportional to the desired sensing rate (R i ). Thereby the frequency of broadcasting beacon packets as well as energy consumption decreases when the sensing rate is low. However, a long beacon interval deteriorates the freshness of neighbor information (i.e., the number of other Human Probes in the same sensing area). As a result, the sensing resolution may drop from the desired level. To maintain the sensing resolution k i −α , where α is an arbitrary integer. Table 1 summarizes energy consumption when applying the adaptive beaconing approach. Long beacon interval due to low R i explicitly leads to low energy consumption of short-range radio. The upload rate is lower than R i due to cooperative sensing, and the total energy consumption should be lower than that of uncooperative approach. On the other hand, it is explicit that short beacon interval leads to high energy consumption of short-range radio. However, the upload rate is much lower than R i because the effectiveness of Aquiba is apparent when the sensing rate is high. Therefore the energy consumed by cellular transceiver is also much lower than that of uncooperative approach. In this case, high energy consumed by short-range radio is amortized by low usages of cellular radio, i.e., the total energy consumption should be reduced when comparing to that of uncooperative approach.
Evaluation Methodology
This sections defines performance metrics, followed by mobility models, and simulation setup.
Performance Metrics
We define two metrics for evaluation purpose as follows.
Sensing Resolution
Sensing resolution (ρ) indicates how closely Human Probes satisfy the desired sensing rates in a given sensing area. The value ranges from zero (the lowest level) to one (the highest level). For a given sensing area, if the total number of packets arrives at the server from time t to t + ΔT is S , the sensing resolution in this short period is defined by Eq. (1).
There are several derivatives of Eq. (1) when considering longer period or multiple sensing areas as follows. If the users are interested in a longer period, i.e., P · ΔT , the long-term sensing resolution is an average of all short-term resolutions as expressed in Eq. (2).
The users may consider measured data from multiple sensing areas. We can also find averages of both short-term and long-term sensing resolutions of m sensing areas as expressed in Equations (3) and (4), respectively.
Energy Saving
Let E and E Aquiba be the total energy consumed by uncooperative and cooperative approaches, respectively. The percentage of energy saving (ξ) or energy reduced by a cooperative approach when comparing with uncooperative approach can be calculated by Eq. (5).
Note that the energy consumed by Aquiba are from both cellular (E c ) and short-range (E s ) radios, while uncooperative Human Probes use only cellular radio. Thus E = E c and E Aquiba = E c + E s .
Mobility Models
Since mobility models affect the performance of Human Probes, we briefly describe the characteristic of each mobility model in this section.
Random Waypoint Model
The random waypoint (RWP) model [6] is widely used because of its simplicity and wide availability. Each node begins by remaining stationary for a period of "pause time." It then selects a random destination and moves to the destination at a constant speed chosen uniformly and randomly between zero and the maximum speed v max . Upon reaching the destination, the node stops again for the pause time, selects another destination, and proceeds there as previously described, repeating this behavior for the duration of simulation. In our simulation, the pause time and v max were set to 60 s and 2 m/s, respectively. The simulation area is a 200 mby-200 m square space and three sensing areas are circular regions centered at (30, 30) , (60, 60), and (100, 100) with a radius of 10 m.
Manhattan Model
Bai et al. [7] introduced the Manhattan (MHT) model to emulate the movement of nodes on streets defined by maps. It is useful in modeling movement in an urban area where a pervasive computing service between mobile devices is provided. The map is composed of a number of horizontal and vertical streets. Each street has two lanes for each direction. The node is allowed to move along the grid of horizontal and vertical streets on the map. At an intersection, the node turns left, right, or goes straight with the probability of 0.25, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. The velocity v i (t + 1) of a node i at a time slot t + 1 depends on its velocity v i (t) and acceleration a i (t) at the previous time slot t as expressed in Eq. (6) .
Also, the velocity v i of a node i is restricted by the velocity v j and position of the node j preceding it on the same lane of the street as expressed in Eq. (7).
D i, j is the distance between nodes i and j, and S D is the safety distance between any two nodes. Thus the MHT model has high spatial and temporal dependencies. Figure 2 illustrates the 212 m-by-212 m map including three circular sensing areas (A, B, and C) with a radius of 10 m for evaluation purpose. The maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, pause time, and safety distance were set to 2 m/s, 1 m/s 2 , 60 s, and 0.5 m, respectively.
Extended Social Force Model
Helbing and Molnár [8] proposed the social force model (SFM) to emulate the motion of pedestrians as if they were subjected to "social forces." In this model, the position of a pedestrian i can be represented by a point r i in space and his/her velocity v i is governed by the four force terms as expressed in the following equation [9] .
Each force is calculated as follows [9] .
• Each pedestrian wants to walk with an individual desired speed v 
In normal situations, the desired speed v 0 i is approximately Gaussian distributed with a mean value of 1.3 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.3 m/s.
• Pedestrian keep some distance from borders to avoid the risk of getting hurt. This effect can be described by a repulsive force f iB , which decreases monotonically with the distance r i − r i B between the place r i of pedestrian i and the nearest point r i B of the border. In the simplest case, this force can be expressed in terms of a repulsive potential V B [8] :
• Similar repulsive force term f i j can describe that each pedestrian i keeps a situation-dependent distance to the other pedestrians j. The repulsive interaction force has been specified according to the formula
We have chosen A • Pedestrians are sometimes attracted by window displays, sights, special performances (street artists), or unusual events at places r i . The situation can be modelled by attractive force f ik similarly to repulsive effects, but with an opposite sign and a longer rance of interaction. In our simulation, we follows the simplification that can be made in computer simulations [8] by not taking f ik into consideration.
Equation (8) also takes into consideration fluctuations due to accidental or deliberate deviations from the optimal behavior.
We have extended the SFM by integrating it with a simple probabilistic route-choice behavior. At an intersection, a pedestrian who walks on the left sidewalk of a street turns left or goes straight with the same probability of 0.5. Similarly, we determined the probabilities of pedestrians walking on the right sidewalk of a street. A 200 m-by-87 m map illustrated in Fig. 3 is drawn on the basis of real streets in downtown Tokyo (Shibuya area). Three circular sensing areas (A, B, and C) with a radius of 10 m for evaluation purpose are also shown in the figure. The sensing areas A, B, and C were selected as representatives of a vertical street, a horizontal street, and an intersection, respectively. We note here that the purpose of employing three mobility models is not to compare the three mobility models directly. Instead, we would like to study the effectiveness and applicability of Aquiba in various situations, i.e., when different movement patterns of human are applied on different maps.
Simulation Setup
We use a discrete event simulator, ns-2 [10] , to study the performance of Aquiba. The properties and parameters of short-range transceiver follow the specifications of CC2420, which is a single-chip 2.4-GHz IEEE 802.15.4 complaint and ZigBee-ready RF transceiver [11] . It draws the current 19.7 mA and 17.4 mA in receive and transmit modes, respectively. The transmit power drain at 0 dBm is 31.32 mW and the receive power drain is 35.46 mW [12] . The maximum data rate of IEEE 802.15.4 is 250 kbps. The radio range of IEEE 802.15.4 in simulated networks was set to 10 m. When considering the circular sensing areas with a radius of 10 m, it is not necessarily that all Human Probes can transmit their beacon packets to all others in the same sensing area. We deliberately determine such simulation environment in order to study the performance of Aquiba when short-range radio cannot cover the entire sensing area. It is intuitive that the performance of Aquiba should be better if short-range radio is able to cover the entire sensing area, i.e., our simulations are conservative.
The simulated cellular network is assumed to be a 3G mobile telecommunications network, where the maximum forward and reverse link speeds were set to 3.1 and 1.8 Mbps, respectively. To determine the values of power consumption for simulated networks, we developed a prototype of mobile-phone-based Human Probe by using Casio G'zOne W62CA [13] cellular phone and conducted preliminary experiments. Based on the experiments, the transmit power drain of the prototype was 567.03 mW and acquiring location information using GPS chip embedded in the phone required 509.1 mW of power drain † . In the simulations, Human Probes acquire location information whenever a sensing task is conducted in order to include location as contextual information of sensed data.
The desired sensing rate R i was set to once per second † We note that the result obtained from our experiments is nearly the same as that reported in previous work [14] .
for all sensing areas. This value is merely one of possible scenarios for studying the performance of Aquiba. Lower sampling rate is enough to capture ambient temperature, while higher rate is required to detect changes of ambient information for warning systems including monitoring of volcano, flood, poisonous gas, and radioactive level [15] , [16] . Currently, some active volcanos open for public sightseeing, but sometimes they are closed due to high level of poisonous gas. To react and deal with abruptly changing situations in time, a sensing rate of one Hz or as high as 100 Hz is required for specific warning systems [15] , [16] .
As indicated in previous section, the sensing areas are circular regions with a radius of 10 m. The size of sensing area would be sufficient for most of personal-independent sensors including temperature, humidity, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide sensors, and so on. We varied the density of Human Probes by injecting 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400 Human Probes in the maps in order to analyze the performance in the cases of crowded and uncrowded areas. Each simulation lasted for 30 minutes and we trimmed the first five minutes of each scenario in order to eliminate the warm-up effect of mobility models.
Simulation Results
The results of sensing resolution (ρ) and energy saving (ξ) when 50 to 400 Human Probes walk according to three mobility models are shown in Figs Regardless of mobility models and the number of Human Probes, sensing resolutions provided by the Aquiba protocol (Fig. 4) are nearly perfect, i.e., achieving or approaching one which is the highest level. It means that Aquiba is able to report sensing data judiciously according to the sensing rate and regions determined by users. Note that the values of 95% confidence interval of sensing resolution are quite small, i.e., the largest one is 0.01; thus we omit the confidence intervals from Fig. 4 .
Although uncooperative Human Probes, which report sensing data with higher frequency in comparison with Aquiba, are able to provide as high sensing resolution as Aquiba, it is intuitive that energy consumption is different. In what follows, we consider how much energy Aquiba is able to reduce in comparison with that of uncooperative Human Probes by using Eq. (5). Figure 5 shows that the percentages of energy saving achieved by Aquiba range from 14% to 77%. Energy consumption is reduced the most in SFM, followed by MHT and RWP. Energy saving of RWP is the lowest because the population density is the lowest and each Human Probe has high degree of freedom to move, thereby a pedestrian seldom meets others and the possibility of cooperative sensing is lower in comparison with the other models. With the same principle, the higher density of Human Probes in SFM much crowd the streets which leads to the highest energy saving due to the effectiveness of cooperative sensing. Energy saving of MHT, which lies between RWP and SFM, presents an interesting result. When there are 50 Human Probe (i.e., sparse Human Probes), 17% energy saving of MHT is comparable to that of RWP (14%). As the number of Human Probes increases from 50 to 400 (i.e., dense Human Probes), energy saving of MHT rapidly increases to 74% which is as high as that of SFM (77%). Because of the movement characteristics defined by MHT and the restriction of movable area determined by the map, pedestrian crowds quickly develop when increasing the number of Human Probes in the simulated map. Although the characteristics of mobility model affect simulation results, we can conclude that controlling sensing rate which is proposed by Aquiba protocol does not harm sensing resolution while helping in minimizing energy consumption.
Aquiba determines the frequency of uploads from the number of other Human Probes in the same sensing area. According to the current simulation setup, Human Probes do not have perfect information of all other Human Probes in the same sensing area. In particular, the number of Human Probes detected by using beacon packets is lower than the actual value. As a result, the frequency of uploads as well as energy consumption will be higher than the ideal case of Aquiba. However, this situation does not affect Aquiba to fulfill the requirements of sensing tasks. The above simulation results show that Aquiba can still achieve nearly the highest level of sensing resolution while being able to reduce considerable amount of energy consumption. As a conclusion, our simulations validate the applicability of Aquiba when short-range radio cannot cover the entire sensing area.
Since Aquiba uses two kinds of radios for communication purposes, Fig. 6 shows energy consumed by short-range (E s ) and cellular (E c ) transceivers separately, and also includes the total energy consumed by both Aquiba (E Aquiba ) and uncooperative Human Probes (E) for comparison purposes. The results of total energy consumption are consistent with those of energy saving (ξ) reported above, i.e., the total energy consumptions of uncooperative Human Probes increases faster than those of Aquiba when increasing the number of Human Probes. Thereby, the effectiveness of energy saving by Aquiba is better if there are higher number of Human Probes in the sensing areas. When considering E s separately, it is apparent from the figures that SFM consumes the highest energy followed by MHT and RWP. The underlying reason is the same as described above, i.e., Human Probes in SFM have the highest probability of cooperative sensing due to the smallest map, thus short-range radio is used the most frequent so as to determine the number of neighboring Human Probes.
We further investigate the detailed performance of Aquiba by focusing on the extended SFM which is the only mobility model that includes several social forces of human into consideration. Figures 7(a) † and 7(b) show the simulation results of each sensing area separately when varying the number of Human Probes in the map. The long-term sensing resolution in Fig. 7(a) is mostly stable at one, which is the preferred resolution, for all sensing areas. Although the resolution of 50-and 100-Human-Probe scenarios cannot achieve one, the values are quite high, i.e., the worst case is 0.98 in sensing area B when there are 50 Human Probes. The reason of the slight drop in resolution is stale neighbor information. By applying the beaconing approach, it takes time to capture the presence or absence of neighboring Human Probes in a sensing area. In particular, if a Human Probe leaves the area, the other Human Probes in the area should increase their sensing rates immediately. However, the other Human Probes still recognize the obsolete Human Probe as a neighbor for a while until the information of obsolete neighbor has been deleted from the neighbor table.
Figure 7(b) shows that it is worth to use short-range communication in order to reduce overall energy consump- † We also omit 95% confidence interval of sensing resolution from the figure because the values are quite small. tion. The energy is reduced at least 42% (50 Human Probes in area A) and as high as 80% (400 Human Probes in area C) in comparison with those of uncooperative approach. As one would expect, energy consumption is effectively reduced when the number of Human Probes increases. However, the percentages of energy saving slightly improve when the number of Human Probes is higher than 200 because the map is crowded enough with Human Probes. Energy saving is the best in sensing area C (the middle intersection in Fig. 3 ) because the average density of Human Probes is higher than those of areas A (a vertical street) and B (a horizontal street). It is obvious that pedestrians who pass through the rightmost and middle intersections in Fig. 3 consecutively will exactly enter area C, but only some of them who do not turn right or left into vertical streets at the middle intersection will pass through area B. Figure 8 presents the breakdown of energy consumption (E s and E c ) of Fig. 7(b) . The energy consumed by short-range and cellular transceivers of areas A, B, and C are shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(b) , and 8(c), respectively. Human Probes in area C utilize short-range radios the most due to the highest cooperation at the central intersection of the map. When the number of Human Probes reaches 400, the energy consumed by short-range transceivers in area C (Fig. 8(c) ) exceeds that of cellular transceivers. However, the total energy consumption is much lower than that of uncooperative Human Probes. Therefore, it is plausible to utilize short-range radios in order to minimize total energy consumption.
Energy consumed (or current drawn) by transceivers are slightly different depending on manufacturers. To avoid inconsistent current drawn when conducting simulations, Fig. 9 shows the normalized number of data and beacon packets transmitted by Human Probes in sensing area C when applying SFM traces. For each number of Human Probes indicated in the horizontal axis, the left bars indicate uncooperative Human Probes which generate only data packets, while data (cellular communication) and beacon (short-range communication) packets transmitted by Aquiba are shown in the middle and right bars, respectively. The results show that the number of data packets generated by Aquiba is 2 to 14 times less than that of uncooperative Hu- man Probes. We conclude that it is not harmful to use low-power (short-range) radio in order to reduce the usages of high-power (cellular) radio. The additional benefit of Aquiba is to reduce redundant data packets received at the server.
Related Work
Wireless sensor networks have been received attention from researchers for a decade [17] . The research topics range from physical to application layers in which energy saving is an important issue because energy is a very scarce resource of sensor nodes [18] . To collect data efficiently in terms of energy consumption, various MAC, routing, and transport protocols have been introduced in the literature [19] - [21] . However, such research including large-scale deployments of sensor nodes in the real world [22] , [23] considers static sensor networks which are different from HumanProbe sensing.
There also exist prior works that take node mobility into consideration [24] - [26] . Though ensuring eventual message delivery is the goal of such research, energy saving is also a concern [26] . Nevertheless, such approaches exploit only one kind of wireless communications, i.e., shortrange radio, while Human-Probe sensing utilizes both shortrange and cellular radios. Since energy consumption and radio characteristics of short-range and cellular transceivers are quite different, a new protocol for the purpose of urban sensing is required.
Recently, participatory sensing, which is an alternative to the deployment of numerous static sensors, has attracted considerable attention from researchers. The mule three-tier architecture [27] , which is comprised of sensors, data mules, and access points, has contributed to the development of the concept of participatory sensing. As the mobile data mules traverse along a path, they opportunistically collect sensing data from encountered sensors and upload them to a server through nearby access points.
In order to promote citizen-based urban sensing, Ishida et al. [28] introduced the concept of implicit sensing; they used footwear containing pressure sensors. The pressure sensors use the IEEE 802.15.4 radio to send the sensor readings to a client module, which in turn forwards the data to a server via a cellular network. However, they did not take energy saving into consideration. CenceMe [29] integrates sensing presence and social networks by capturing a user's current activity status and sharing such information in social network. By developing and evaluating a prototype on a Nokia N95 mobile phone, the energy consumption was studied at different sensing intervals, i.e., the user determined the sampling rate in advance and thereafter fixed it throughout the recording duration. In contrast, Aquiba adjusts the sampling and uploading rates according to the current number of nearby Human Probes.
Researchers are interested not only in movement by walking but also in other modes of movement in urban areas. BikeNet [30] allows cyclists to share information on themselves and the paths they traverse. Bicycles are equipped with a Nokia N80 mobile phone and Moteiv Tmote Invent motes and other necessary sensors. The sampling rate in the continuous sensing mode is set according to the cyclist's preference profile. CarTel [31] is a mobile sensor system designed to collect data from sensors located on automobiles. A CarTel node is a custom-made device built from a commodity Wi-Fi access point with additional enhancements for other sensors. In the presence of opportunistic wireless networks (e.g., Wi-Fi and Bluetooth), each node delivers the sensor readings to a central portal.
Some commercial and voluntary-based services [5] , [32] employ a similar participatory means to capture data. In particular, Weathernews [5] has conducted a number of participatory campaigns to capture detailed data on temperature, rain acidity, rainfall, snowfall, earthquake, cherry blossoms, autumn leaves, etc. using mobile phone-based services. The participants in these campaigns received messages on their mobile phones asking them to use inexpensive, ordinary instruments such as a thermometer and a ruler to capture data relating to their local environments and report the observations to the company. The data are collected from thousands of participants without ensuring efficiency in terms of redundancy, energy efficiency, and quality.
Conclusion
Systems that tightly integrate human activities and sensing, such as mobile phone-based Human Probes, introduce a novel mode of cooperation that blends human-to-human and device-to-device interactions. We have proposed Aquiba protocol that exploits such cooperation to enable energyefficient Human Probes. We have conducted a simulationbased study of Human Probes and investigated two performance metrics, i.e., sensing resolution and energy saving, by exploiting three movement patterns of pedestrian. The study has further focused on a realistic simulation of pedestrian dynamics based on the social force model. Overall, the proposed Aquiba protocol can substantially reduce energy consumption in a very crowded as well as less crowded scenarios while still achieving high sensing resolution.
Existing participatory campaigns to capture and share sensor data, such as the trials by Weathernews [5] , are designed for the world in which sensors are the scarce resource, and therefore they pay little attention to redundancy and cooperation. However, in designing Human Probes, which exploits the ubiquity of mobile phones, we must consider the sensor-rich world in which energy and human attention are the resources of scarcity. Our study of the Aquiba protocol is a first step towards providing an effective Human-Probe sensing in urban environments through cooperative mechanisms that take energy consumption and sensing resolution into consideration. Our future works also include prototype implementation, field experiments, and a comprehensive examination of various qualitative factors besides sensing resolution and energy consumption.
